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Have you ever heard someone say that if you are born deaf, you

have better vision to make up for it? People often think so, but

is that actually true? We know that what babies hear, see, and

touch determines how their brains develop. When you are growing,

your brain is flexible. This means it changes depending on your

experiences. Does this mean deafness changes how babies learn

about things that they see? To explore this question, we tested two

groups of babies to see how they processed visual information,

meaning the objects that they saw. One group of babies was born

deaf and the second group had normal hearing. We found that the

deaf babies processed visual objects di�erently—even though the

test had nothing to do with sound. This tells us that hearing loss

in babies influences other senses, like vision. It also means that

each sense a�ects how we learn about the world when we are

still growing.
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INTRODUCTION

Have you ever met someone who was deaf, or unable to hear well?
There are many reasons that a person could be deaf or hard of
hearing. Some illnesses or injuries can damage the ears and cause
deafness, but sometimes deafness is congenital, meaning people are
born that way.

If babies are born deaf or lose their hearing when they are little, it is
di�cult for them to learn how to talk. Sometimes, hearing loss can
be an invisible condition. It can be very hard to tell when babies are
deaf because they may look like nothing is wrong and act normally. A
lot of times when babies are born deaf, their parents choose to have
them get cochlear implants. A cochlear implant is a small device that

COCHLEAR

IMPLANT

A small, surgically
implanted device that
gives people with
hearing loss a sense of
hearing. However, it
does not make their
hearing perfectly clear.

is implanted into the baby’s ear by a surgeon. Cochlear implants allow
the deaf baby to hear sounds and learn how to speak.

Science shows that hearing loss also a�ects cognitive skills (like
COGNITION

Mental processes like
learning, attention,
memory, language, and
reasoning–abilities that
have to do
with thinking.

thinking, learning,memory, or attention). Babieswith hearing loss learn
di�erently than babies who can hear. This is not because they are not
smart or cannot do things other babies can do. It is because the world
is di�erent for them than it is for someone who can hear.

In our study, we wanted to know if being born deaf a�ects visual

processing. Visual processing is the way our brains understand what
VISUAL

PROCESSING

The way our brains
learn new information
from what we see with
our eyes.

we see with our eyes. It is an important cognitive ability. By studying
visual processing in deaf babies, we can learnmore about how hearing
loss a�ects how these babies learn and grow.

WHAT DIDWE DO?

To study visual processing, we used something called a habituation
HABITUATION

When someone pays
less attention to
something after being
exposed to it
many times.

test. Habituation is a simple form of learning that comes from being
exposed to something many times. When babies become habituated
to something (like a toy), they lose interest in it. This means that their
brains have processed all the information about that toy.

For example, have you ever gotten a cool and exciting new toy? At
first, you had a lot to learn about the toy. You probably played with
it every day because it was so new and fun. But, after a while, maybe
you began to get bored with it. That is because each time you played
with it, your brain saved the information so there was less and less to
learn about it. You became habituated to the toy, and you eventually
lost interest and stopped playing with it.

In our study, we showed each baby two colorful objects on a TV
screen, in a quiet room with no distractions (Figure 1). We showed
them pictures—instead of cartoons or movies with sound—to make
sure they were only using their vision to process the images. We
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Figure 1

Figure 1

Objects that we
showed to the babies
on a TV screen, to
compare how long it
would take deaf and
hearing babies to
habituate to the
objects.

counted how many seconds it took them to look away from the
objects. Looking away meant that they stopped paying attention. We
showed the babies the objects on the screen repeatedly until they only
looked at the objects for half the amount of time compared to the first
time they were shown the objects. This meant that they lost interest
and became habituated to the pictures. To compare deaf and hearing
babies, wemeasured how long it took each group overall to habituate.
Our hypothesis was that deaf and hearing babies would habituate to
the toys at di�erent times, because we believed that the two groups
process visual information di�erently.

WHAT DIDWE FIND?

As we thought, the deaf and hearing babies did behave di�erently
in our experiment. The deaf babies took longer to habituate to the
pictures of colorful toys. On average, they looked at the toys for about
70 total seconds during the test. The hearing babies looked at the
toys for about 42 total seconds (Figure 2). We think this means the
deaf babies took longer to process what they were seeing than the
hearing babies.

You might be thinking—wait, what if the deaf babies are just more
interested in the objects? To check this, we compared their baseline

BASELINE

A starting point used
for comparison. In our
study, baseline means
how long babies look
at a new object the first
time they see it.

looking times during the very first trial. Baseline means how long they
looked at the toys the very first time they saw them. It is kind of like
their starting point. If deaf babies had a longer baseline, it could mean
they were just more curious about the objects. However, both deaf
and hearing babies had a similar baseline, meaning the first time they
looked the toys, both groups of babies looked for about the same
amount of time. The only di�erence was that the deaf babies took
longer to lose interest in the objects after they were shown the objects
multiple times.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?

Why did the deaf babies show slower habituation than the hearing
babies? There are a few possible reasons. First, it could be that the
deaf babies paid more attention because they were learning more
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Figure 2

Figure 2

The two stopwatches
illustrate that, in our
experiment, the deaf
babies (left) took longer
to lose interest in the
objects pictured on the
screen than the hearing
babies did. This means
that visual processing is
di�erent in deaf babies
compared to hearing
babies.

about the toys. They could have been noticing more details than the
hearing babies. Or they might remember more about the toys later.
Some scientists believe that deaf children need to rely on vision more
heavily, since they cannot hear things around them [1]. This reliance
on vision could change how their visual processing develops.

Another possible reason that deaf babies might have habituated more
slowly is that their brain development could be a little less e�cient.
This might be because they were not able to hear sounds from
birth. Some scientists think that hearing sounds is important for our
brains to develop certain cognitive skills [2]. They think this could
be why some deaf children struggle more with things like memory
and attention.

A third possible reason for the slower habituation seen in our
experiment could be that the deaf babies did not get to hear any
language from birth. Deaf babies do not get to start learning language
until later than hearing babies, and learning language is harder for them
[3]. Language has a huge influence on our brain development. So, if
we do not get to hear language as babies, this might have a negative
e�ect on how we learn and grow. Remember how we talked about
cochlear implants earlier? This is one reason why many parents want
their babies to get cochlear implants. Cochlear implants allow the
babies to start hearing sounds and learning spoken language. Other
families help their babies to learn language by using sign language
early in the babies’ development.
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CONCLUSION

So, now we know there are di�erences in the way deaf and hearing
babies use their vision. Now we need to do lots more work to
understand why! Our study shows that deafness a�ects important
cognitive abilities in babies—not just the cognitive abilities involved in
hearing sounds. It also shows how the brain is connected with the
senses in complex and interesting ways. When one sense is missing
or impaired, this a�ects how we think, learn, and communicate. In the
future, we plan to do more research to learn about the unique and
special ways that deaf babies and children see the world.
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